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AGENDA

12:30

Welcome
Alan Goode, CEO & Chief Analyst, Goode Intelligence

Panel discussion: Designing an Inclusive Identity System…
regardless of accessibility, age, ethnicity or gender 
Chaired and moderated by Diane Joyce, Women in Identity

Executive Team with panellists Shiv Aggarwal, CEO, MyEarth.Id;

Dia Banerji, Women in Identity Ambassador for Scotland; Lisa

Lyon, Managing Director, mypensionID and Dr. Keren Weitzberg,

Lecturer and Research Fellow, Institute of Advanced Studies, UCL

Lunchtime recording: Future View with Daltrey
Daltrey unifies physical and digital security by allowing

organisations to create a single biometric credential that can be

used across all access points.  Goode Intelligence’s Chief Analyst,

Alan Goode interviews Blair Crawford, Co-Founder and Managing

Director of Daltrey to find out how the company seamlessly

integrates with existing technology systems, giving government

and enterprise a simple way to eliminate passwords, access cards

and PINs.  This session will be available on-demand after 12:30 so

you can listen in over lunch or at a later time that suits you.

Panel discussion: The Passwordless Odyssey, powered by
Biometrics
Chaired and moderated by Alan Goode, our panel of experts

explores the journey towards being passwordless, discussing how

biometric technology drives and enables a labyrinth of possibilities

– including some that you might not yet have considered!  Join us

to learn what the future will like.  With Martin Ingram, Identity &

Access Management Product Owner, Royal Bank of Scotland

(NatWest Group); Alexey Khitrov, President, ID R&D and Saru

Tumuluri, Women in Identity Ambassador for India.

Fireside Chat: The Touchless Passenger Journey
As new behaviours become essential during this COVID-19 era,

Alan Goode discusses the possibilities for a seamless and

touchless passenger process – from check-in to boarding –  with

experts Philippe Faure and Hsin Hau Hanna from Thales.

Close

10:00

10:10

14:00

18:00

18:45



It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to

Identity Futures London 2020.  This year's

event is inevitably a virtual one and is

somewhat different to our previous summits.

To ensure an engaging day for everyone we've

created a mix of sessions, with plenty of

discussion with audience Q&A participation

plus breaks between as we appreciate that

sitting in front of a computer screen all day is

far from ideal!

 

All our sessions are being recorded and will be

made available on demand shortly after the

event so no matter where you are in the world,

you can listen in at a time that suits you,

making this event especially convenient for our

global audience.

Special thanks to our sponsors ID R&D, Thales

and Daltrey who have made today possible

along with our strategic partner organisation,

Women in Identity.

IDENTITY FUTURES 2020
WELCOME!

Alan



Shiv Aggarwal, CEO, MyEarth.Id
Shiv is a global thought leader in the identity and blockchain space with over 16 years of industry experience. He is currently leading MyEarth.Id

towards building a decentralised identity management platform, with a vision of providing a Universal Id to all Human Beings. He has been a keynote

speaker at various international conferences, including at the US Capitol and UK parliament. He is also leading Government Blockchain Association

(GBA) in UK & Europe.

Dia Banerji, Women in Identity Ambassador for Scotland
Dia is an entrepreneur with a deep passion for self-sovereign digital identity and blockchain. She is currently a Strategic Advisor and Business

Consultant to the Blockpass Identity Lab at Edinburgh Napier University where she helps identify industry applications for Blockchain & Privacy

Preserving Machine Learning research generated out of the Lab. Prior to embarking her career in the technology sector, she spent over fifteen years

in the financial services industry and has worked for some of the top global banks in the world and also co-founded an Asset Management Business

in Singapore. Dia held positions of Vice President at JP Morgan Private Bank & Barclays Wealth and advised some of the most significant ultra-high

net-worth families across the globe on their personal and corporate financial needs. Dia has an MBA from Cardiff Business School. However, she

considers herself to be a student for life and enjoys learning continuously. She is passionate about the power of education & its potential in creating

an egalitarian, diverse and more inclusive world.

Blair Crawford, Co-Founder and Managing Director, Daltrey
Blair is a biometric identity specialist with extensive experience helping global organisations solve their most pressing security, risk and compliance

challenges. He recognised the need for a solution that converged physical and digital security in a simpler, more secure way. This gap drove him to

establish biometric identity provider Daltrey.

Philippe Faure, Surveillance and Access Control Biometric Solutions, Thales
Philippe Faure leads the development of video-based facial recognition solutions at Thales. These solutions improve physical and digital security as

well as customer experience for applications in airports, cities, banks, hotels, and sensitive sites. Over the course of his 20-year career with Thales,

Philippe has held various managerial and executive roles, including Chief Digital Officer and Chief Information Officer. Prior to this, he worked for

Atos and Schlumberger. Philippe holds a Master of Science degree in Engineering from École Centrale Paris and a Master of Science degree from

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Alan Goode, CEO, Chief Analyst and Founder of Goode Intelligence
Alan Goode is the CEO, Chief Analyst and Founder of Goode Intelligence, a world-leading identity and biometrics research and consulting

organisation founded in 2007 and based in London. With 13 years of research and analysis experience and 17 years of senior management and

technology consultancy including strategy and deployment, Alan is an expert in biometrics, authentication/identity, fraud management and cyber

security. His previous roles include Head of Information Security at T-Mobile UK, Security Practice Manager at Atos Origin, Head of Digital Security

at De La Rue Identity Systems (including biometric passports) and Security Analyst for Citibank (Payments).

Hsin Hau Hanna, Commercial Verification Solutions, Thales
Hsin Hau Hanna heads up the Commercial Verification Solutions business within the Identity & Biometrics Solutions business line at Thales. These

solutions provide a trusted way for businesses and governments to verify document authenticity in order to digitally check identities of new

customers, and allow consumers and citizens a simpler and more secure way to sign up for digital services. Over 15 years, Hsin Hau has held a

number of key strategy and marketing leadership roles at Thales, and is currently also the co-chair of FIDO’s Identity Verification and Binding

Working Group. Hsin Hau is an alumni of the London School of Economics as well as IESE Business School in Spain.

Martin Ingram, Identity & Access Management Product Owner, Royal Bank of Scotland
Martin Ingram is the Identity & Access Management Product Owner for RBS, in charge of transforming identity & access management for RBS to

support new customer digital journeys and requirements such as PSD2. Prior to RBS he has had a broad experience in security both from a vendor

and a client organisation perspective having consulted or worked for organisations in Europe, America and Australia. As such he has been involved

in IAM, Crypto systems, Content Security and malware amongst many other security domains. Martin has a background in engineering and has

been on the board of several start-up technology companies.

SPEAKERS



Diane Joyce, Women in Identity Executive Team
Diane brings vision, knowledge, technical understanding and delivery capability that drives successful outcomes. Diane has been pivotal in the

creation of the UK Digital Citizen Identity marketplace; she has provided thought leadership, architecture design and innovation in the propagation of

trusted online transactions in the digital age. As part of the government/private sector partnership Identity Steering Group (IDSG), she has provided

thought leadership, architecture design and innovation in the propagation of trusted online transactions in the digital age. Within this role, Diane

worked with government to set the strategy for standardisation of the way in which identities are assured and asserted online in a way that provides

trust, whilst maintaining privacy, auditability and interoperability. Diane has worked with blue chip corporations to implement the technology and

service architecture required to become certified identity providers as part of the GOV.UK Verify identity scheme. She has worked with UK

government departments setting up a pan government identity community and worked with leading IDAM vendors to address the need for secure

and scalable identity federation to enable collaboration between public and private sector organisations. Diane champions technology innovation to

provide users with a frictionless and safe digital experience.

Alexey Khitrov, President, ID R&D
Alexey Khitrov is co-founder and President at ID R&D. He has extensive first-hand C-level leadership experience with biometric companies,

including one of the largest biometric firms in Europe. In the role, he successfully established a US subsidiary, pioneered new products and

deployed award-winning solutions with prominent government and Fortune 500 financial institutions. Alexey lives in New York City.

Lisa Lyon,Managing Director, mypensionID
Lisa is the innovative and inspired leader of mypensionID. Established in 2019, following her vision to provide a digital solution to pension schemes

to verify a member’s existence and their contact details, both within the UK and internationally. mypensionID is being used in multiple ways by

pension schemes and allowing the public to find and connect with all their pensions, without a need to transfer or consolidate. Lisa benefits from a

wealth of knowledge in global tracing and data verification from her experience as Managing Director of Target Professional Services for over 20

years, who are market-leading specialists in this field.

Saru Tumuluri, Women in Identity Ambassador for India
Saru Tumuluri is the CEO of Khosla Labs and is currently focused on scaling Veri5Digital, a leading Global Digital Identity and Customer On

Boarding SaaS platform from India. With over two decades of experience pertaining to entrepreneurship in India and the United States, Saru is

focused on bringing new technology-driven opportunities to entrepreneurs, with an aim to solve large-scale problems in India and across the globe.

As a women entrepreneur she is very keen about women and their contribution in technology driven companies. In her role at Khosla Labs, she is

primarily in charge of the sales and marketing functions, as well as partnerships and business-related scale up efforts of the company.

Dr. Keren Weitzberg, Lecturer (Teaching) in History and Visiting Research Fellow at the Institute of Advanced Studies, University College
London, researcher, writer, and historian-ethnographer
Dr. Keren Weitzberg is a researcher, writer, and historian-ethnographer with 10+ years of experience in East Africa conducting fieldwork in cross-

cultural, multilingual settings. She is also a Lecturer (Teaching) in History and a Visiting Research Fellow at the Institute of Advanced Studies at

University College London. Keren works at the intersection of science and technology studies, migration studies, and critical race studies, examining

problematics related to mobility, digital identity, and biometrics in East Africa. In recent years, she has become increasingly focused on the human

rights and ethical implications of digital technologies, especially biometrics. 

She is particularly attuned to the impacts of biometric and digital identity systems on migrants, nomadic populations, refugees, and border

communities, who have historically struggled to access identity documents. Committed to producing poignant, impactful, and accessible work, she’s

collaborated with photographers, filmmakers, non-profit organizations, and civil society groups. Her recent work has been funded by the American

Council of Learned Societies, the Fulbright US Scholar Program, the British Institute in Eastern Africa, the British Academy/Leverhulme Trust,

Privacy International, the Alan Turing Institute, and the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC)/Facebook.



Guest article

this is where liveness detection plays a

critical role. It distinguishes between the

real you and a spoof.

This concern may be followed by: “But,

what if my biometric “template” is

stolen?” 

 

A biometric template is a digital (binary)

representation of the unique

characteristics found in a person’s

biometric sample. These templates are

encrypted and stored for future matching.

They are virtually meaningless if obtained. 

 

Like any disruptive technology, there is a

chasm to traverse. Increased user

acceptance of the technology

combined with the need for stronger

security will continue to drive businesses

to embark on the journey towards a

passwordless future. What exactly that

future looks like and how to get there

offers much to discuss! 

 

In today's session, The Passwordless

Odyssey, Powered by Biometrics, we’ll

be talking about topics relevant to

companies on the road to, or considering,

a passwordless future. A panel of diverse

experts will discuss how biometrics fit into

that journey, how the technology

addresses some of the challenges faced

today, and a discussion of the best points

in the journey to get started on your path.

 

Join us at 14:00 GMT!

Most of us agree that passwords are a huge

headache. They are easy to forget, vulnerable to

hacking, and inconvenient. But can we really live

without them? The answer is yes we can! While it

won’t be a transition that happens overnight,

businesses need to start thinking about the future

now. The ability to provide stronger security with

less friction will have substantial implications on the

customer experience and brand perception.

 

More than a change in behavior, the evolution

requires a shift in mindset by consumers and

businesses who have relied on passwords to protect

their information and accounts for so long. The

passwordless journey needs to be substantially more

secure and easier than the existing journey. Trading

in one set of pain points for a different set of pain

points won’t suffice. As such, biometrics are

emerging as the “password killer.”

 

Today, consumer-grade applications such as

iPhone's Face ID are bringing biometrics into the

mainstream, education is needed to create more

trust in the technology.

 

For example, on the consumer side, a common

concern is: “If my password is compromised, I can

change it. I can’t change my biometrics.”

 

This concern is rooted in the perception that your

biometrics can be “stolen.” Unlike a password, which

is “something you know,” your voice or face

biometrics are “something you are.” Sure, someone

can obtain a photo or video of you from Facebook or

record your voice and use it to trick a biometric

system into thinking it sees or hears you. However, 

Alexey Khitrov, 

President, ID R&D

The Passwordless Customer Journey – is it on your Roadmap?
 



https://www.idrnd.ai/enterprise-biometrics/


ID R&D is on a mission to replace frustrating login and identity verification

practices with a frictionless user experience that is significantly more

secure.  Our award-winning, AI-driven solutions combine voice, face and

behavioural biometrics with unique passive liveness capabilities for effortless

authentication across mobile, web and telephone channels, as well as

conversational interfaces and IoT devices.  Learn more at www.idrnd.ai

Thales is a global high technology leader investing in digital and “deep tech”

innovations – connectivity, big data, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity and

quantum technology – to build a future we can all trust, which is vital to the

development of our societies. The company provides solutions, services and

products that help its customers – businesses, organisations and states – in the

defence, aeronautics, space, transportation and digital identity and security

markets to fulfil their critical missions, by placing humans at the heart of the

decision-making process.

Daltrey is the only biometric identity provider that unifies physical and digital

security by allowing organisations to create a single biometric credential that

can be used across all access points. We seamlessly integrate with existing

technology systems, giving government and enterprise a simple way to

eliminate passwords, access cards and PINs.

Our thanks to all our sponsors and

partners for supporting Identity

Futures 2020

Women in Identity was founded in 2019 to inspire, elevate and support our

members to help create a more diverse workforce across the identity industry.

From support through coaching, mentoring and access to job boards to

research and product testing we aim to ensure that digital identity solutions built

for everyone are built by everyone – to the exclusion of no one, regardless of

gender, ethnicity, age or status.  www.womeninidentity.org
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WHY WOMEN IN IDENTITY?

Initially, the founders of Women in Identity

weren’t certain of the need for a ‘women-in’

group in the identity industry, or what its

mandate would be.  But after a meetup at

Identiverse, the level of interest and demand

was clear.  And so too was a desire to

address some developing issues around AI

and other identity technology.  The founders,

Emma Lindley, Colette d’Alessandro and

Pam Dingle could see that the make-up of

organisations across the sector is in fact

creating real barriers to the successful

application of the technology they develop.

 

“The lack of diverse teams across the identity

sector is leading to a situation where vital

products, products with real socio-economic

impact, are being developed with

unconscious bias baked into them,” says

Emma Lindley.  “And it’s not because

anybody wakes up in the morning and says

‘I’m going to make a product that doesn’t

work particularly well for one set of human

beings.’  But the reality is – if you have

homogenous teams, you’re going to miss

things.”

 

The lack of diversity in the industry may also

fuel differences in performance between

different demographics, and therefore

accusations of bias against identity

technology, in particular, facial recognition

technologies.  And while they draw the big

headlines today, there is a more pervasive,

potentially destructive problem that the

industry has yet to tackle.

Having a ‘women in’ group is a great support

network for the five percent or so of people

who work in our sector. And networking is

one of our four strategic pillars.  But really, as

an industry, we need to think about how we

design, develop and test products that will

work for ALL people.  Our vision and mission

state that digital identity solutions

intended FOR everyone need to be built

BY everyone.  We are championing greater

diversity across the sector because we

honestly believe that this is the only way to

ensure we build the best identity products

possible.

 

Women in Identity was officially launched as

a not-for-profit in June 2019, and

membership recently eclipsed 1100 members

across N America, Europe, SE Asia and

Australasia.  In December 2019, the

organisation was named one of the 10 most

influential organisations in the digital identity

community by Goode Intelligence.  Our four

strategic pillars include events and

networking, career development, speaker

development and mentoring.  We help to

prepare women for more senior roles in the

industry and provide research into diversity

and issues around inclusion.

 

Membership is free to all in order to ensure

support is as accessible as possible. As more

and more women come forward to

challenge and lead the diversity debate, we

will provide a platform which will support the

industry in making the best use of existing

people – and ensure sustainable success

across the sector by attracting new, diverse

talent that reflects the ultimate users of our

products.

Want to know more? Visit

www.womeninidentity,org and follow

us on Twitter (@WomeninID) and

LinkedIn (@Womeninidentity)



Thank you for joining us today, we hope you found the

sessions informative and interesting!  

Don't forget that catch-up recordings will be available

shortly on our website at www.goodeintelligence.com

Our next event Biometric Summit is in May 2021. 

 Follow us on Twitter: @Goode_Intel and LinkedIn:

Goode Intelligence for updates 

https://www.goodeintelligence.com/
https://twitter.com/Goode_Intel
https://www.linkedin.com/company/goode-intelligence

